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Achievement

Achievement with Merit

Demonstrate understanding of producer
choices using supply.

Demonstrate in-depth understanding of
producer choices using supply.

Achievement with Excellence
Demonstrate comprehensive
understanding of producer choices
using supply.
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Annotation

A4

This response provides consistent evidence towards Achievement. The
candidate demonstrates the ability to show the correct movement down the
supply curve that is caused by a drop in price, transfers information for a
supply curve to a supply schedule, and describes the law of supply, together
with identifying profitability as the reason for producer decisions. If the
candidate had added a description of what is meant by the phrase “ceteris
paribus”, they may have gained an M5 or better.

A4

The candidate provides enough evidence in this response for A4, because
they are able to identify that the supply curve shifts to the right because of this
change in noise regulations, and that this affects the firm’s productivity and
profitability. There were two things that prevented this answer from gaining an
M5 or better. Firstly, the candidate states that because supply has increased,
profitability has increased, whereas actually it is the other way around.
Secondly, the flow on is not a flow on, because it is not an action or decision
that the business owner could take because of what has happened.

M5

The candidate provides enough evidence for M5 in this response, as they
have demonstrated a good understanding of the relationship between dining
furniture and office furniture from a supplier’s perspective. They did this by
showing the effects of the change on the supply curves for office furniture and
dining furniture, and discussing how the higher price for office furniture will
cause Fancy Furniture to switch resources from dining furniture production to
office furniture production. The candidate identifies that there was an
increase in the quantity supplied of office furniture, which was good use of
correct economic terminology. A higher grade was not awarded because a
flow on effect has not been identified or explained – with a well-explained
flow on effect, this answer would have been at Excellence level.

